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Abstract

Advances in wireless sensors, biomedical devices and micro-robotics exert more pres-
sure on creating reliable, miniaturized and self-sustained energy supply solutions for
these micro-electromechanical systems. Rotational energy harvesting (REH) is one
of the rapidly growing areas for self-powered electronics using available rotational
energy or energy converted from other sources in the environment. This paper com-
prehensively reviews the state-of-the-art progress in REH in terms of the available en-
ergy characteristics, harvester categories, adopted methodologies and mechanisms and
promising applications. Unique mechanisms and methodologies, such as using grav-
ity and centrifugal force combined with other nonlinear mechanisms are discussed and
characterized. In terms of applications, wearable and implantable devices, automotive,
rotating machines, renewable energy systems and environmental sensing are discussed
and reviewed to illustrate how rotational energy harvesters have been developed and
adopted accordingly. Based on progress to date, the key developments, critical chal-
lenges and issues are summarized and discussed. Moving forward, an outlook is pre-
sented to outline potential research directions and opportunities in this area.

Context & Scale
Rotational energy has been a key element in many domestic and industrial areas from
wristwatches to offshore wind turbines. It has been utilized on a large scale from
megawatt-scale hydraulic power generators, to kilowatt-scale vehicles and rotating
machines, to watt-scale hand-held tools, and to milliwatt (microwatt) rotational en-
ergy harvesters. The scope of this review is on milliwatt/microwatt-level harvesters
(millimeter/centimeter-size) which are typically used to energize low-power electron-
ics for long-term self-powered sensing applications in the era of the Internet of Things.

In order to enhance the structural smartness and perform autonomous condition-
based maintenance, wireless, embedded and distributed sensors are increasingly intro-
duced in critical infrastructure and systems, such as bridges, rotating machines and
vehicles, to monitor their conditions in real time. However, these wireless sensors are
mostly powered by on-board batteries which require regular recharging or replacement.
Although an external power source is available in many applications, connection to this
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may add undesirable cost and complication, particularly for retro-fitted sensors, and be
impractical for sensors mounted on the rotating parts of the structure. Batteries are
tolerable when the number of sensors is moderate, but their replacement or recharg-
ing will be excessively costly and inconvenient when thousands or millions of wireless
sensors are adopted, particularly in remote or otherwise inaccessible locations. Minia-
ture rotational energy harvesters can provide a self-sustained energy source for wireless
sensors by converting rotational energy sources in the local environment into electric-
ity. The major challenges are the energy harvesting capability, operating bandwidth,
device miniaturization and system reliability in harnessing random, broadband and po-
tentially low-frequency rotational energy sources. In this review, the available energy
sources are characterized, and accordingly the designs of harvesters are categorized
based on their operational principles. The fundamentals and methodologies adopted
in rotational energy harvesting are discussed with the analysis of their contribution to
effective energy harvesting. An application-orientated analysis is also provided to re-
view the progress for different applications with the discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of different methods in those applications.

Keywords: Rotational Energy Harvesting, Energy Technology, Self-powered Sensing,
Nonlinear Dynamics, Piezoelectric, Electromagnetic, Triboelectric, Condition
Monitoring, Renewable Energy.
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1. Introduction1

Rotational motion has been playing a fundamental role in the industrial develop-2

ment of humankind since the invention of the wheel. Archaeological excavation in3

Mesopotamia (now Iraq) has dated the oldest known wheel, as shown in Fig. 1(a), to4

3500 BC. This period is known as the Bronze age and by that time people not only5

could plant crops and grow livestock but had also learnt how to make metal tools. An-6

other wooden wheel with an axle was found in 2002 south of Ljubljana, and it is dated7

back to 3150 BC (Fig. 1(b)). The image of a wheeled cart on the surface of Bronocice8

pot in Fig. 1(c) confirmed the existence of the wheeled carts around 3000 BC. All these9

and other examples of prehistoric development of wheels can be found in Ref. [1].10

By 2000 BC, people realised that wheels could be used for transportation and built11

primitive carts, wagons and chariots. Later the Egyptians learnt that the wheel can be12

made lighter when the inner part of the wheel is taken out and replaced by spokes. A13

pulley consisting of a wheel and an axle was invented around 2000 BC in ancient Egypt14

and was used for changing the direction and applied force of a taut rope when pulling15

or lifting weights [2]. Availability of the pulley around this time and its mechanical16

properties played a key role in building large structures by ancient civilizations with-17

out any machines. Later a number of important engineering inventions were made by18

ancient Greeks, some of which utilised intelligently the rotational motion.19

Waterwheels were invented and used for converting the energy of falling or mov-20

ing water to useful work, as shown in Fig. 1(d) [3]. Together with the watermills, the21

captured energy was used for conducting mechanical operations like milling or sawing.22

The Roman Hierapolis sawmill is one of the well-known examples. Later, watermills23

were used in a great variety of applications, including oil, corn and grain mills, cot-24

ton mills, slitting and stamp mills and as lifting mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 1(e).25

The first wind-driven organ machine was described by Hero of Alexandria, which was26

Figure 1: The oldest rotating systems and applications: (a) Mesopotamian wheel, (b) Ljubljana Marshes
wheel, (c) Bronocice pot, (d) Norias of Hama water wheel, (e) the grinding wheel, and (f) steam engine.
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reconstructed in the 19th century [4]. He was also given a credit for developing the27

first turbine, known as steam engine or Aeolipile, as shown in Fig. 1(f). The device28

comprised of a sealed bowl with water heated by the fire. On top of the device there is29

a sphere mounted on a shaft with two jet nozzles, which allow steam to exit the system,30

thereby creating a torque and forcing the sphere to rotate.31

The next milestone in the usage of rotational motion was marked by the invention32

of the steam-operated pump by T. Savery and the first commercial steam engine by T.33

Newcomen. In 1776, J. Watt had critically improved the design of the steam engine,34

which basically marked the beginning of the first Industrial Revolution [5]. Discovery35

of electromagnetic induction by M. Faraday in 1832 led to the creation of the electrical36

generator and its derivatives, which utilise rotational motion to generate electricity [6].37

Invention of the first Internal Combustion engine by E. Lenoir and presentation of38

its modified version by N. Otto in 1876 demonstrated how rotational motion can be39

generated without using water or wind flow. These and other inventions have further40

increased our dependence on rotational motion. To further visualise that, one should41

realise that the vast majority of power and transport systems utilise rotation.42

Nowadays, rotational motion has been widely used in different sectors for vari-43

ous proposes, including engines for propulsion systems, wind turbines for renewable44

energy generation, wristwatches and vehicle wheels [7]. It is well-known that gas, hy-45

dro and nuclear power plants use turbines connected to electric generators to convert46

mechanical energy into electrical energy. In recent years, the rapid development of47

renewable energy technologies, including wind, marine and solar, and their volatile na-48

ture motivated scientists to think about energy storage technologies [8–10]. One such49

technology utilises rotational motion and is based on storing kinetic energy in Flywheel50

Energy Storage Systems (FESS), which can store hundreds of kJ with a relatively sim-51

ple design and a reasonable size [11].52

In the last decade, the advances in micro-robotics, distributed sensing and the In-53

ternet of Things have created a new area for rotational energy application in provid-54

ing self-sustained power supply for low-power electronics. Wireless sensing has been55

widely adopted for monitoring the conditions of critical structures, machines or even56

human body. However, it currently has some recognised deficiencies, one of which is57

the power supply limitations [12]. Low-power electronics on robotics, machines and58

wearable/implantable devices are typically powered by batteries but the rechargeable59

batteries are not an effective solution when a high power demand is required for long-60

term monitoring; moreover, replacing or recharging batteries is impractical in cases61

where sensors are widely distributed or inaccessible (e.g. implants). Thus, energy har-62

vesting of the available kinetic energy from the environment using miniaturized devices63

has been considered as an attractive alternative to batteries.64

Energy harvesting has been under intensive development over the last 20 years.65

Nowadays it presents a well-formed multidisciplinary branch of science, which deals66

with the development of efficient devices capable of capturing and converting mechan-67

ical energy into electrical energy [13]. The harvested energy is used to energise low-68

power electronics and to fulfil the aim of self-powered sensing in health monitoring or69

condition monitoring of different applications, including vehicles, buildings, environ-70

ments and humans. Because these vibrations are normally mitigated using passive and71

active means to avoid their harmful effect, the amount of energy available for harness-72
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ing is usually relatively low. To effectively capture these vibrations, linear, nonlinear73

and parametrically excited mechanical devices have been proposed and investigated.74

Different transduction mechanisms have been explored for different applications. Some75

fundamentals on energy harvesting can be found in Refs. [14–21]. The progress of en-76

ergy harvesting in general can be tracked in several comprehensive reviews [22–26].77

Although rotational energy has been widely adopted on different scales in various78

business sectors, REH for self-powered sensing is a relatively new research direction79

with a number of challenges. First, rotational motion is associated with high centrifu-80

gal and/or Coriolis forces when the operating frequency is high. These forces will push81

any moving unbalanced components of an energy harvesting device outwards radially82

or perpendicular to the rotating plane, basically obstructing or completely ceasing REH83

process. Second, the available spaces and mounting locations in rotating systems cre-84

ate physical limitations on the device size and usable mechanisms. Third, rotational85

energy can be random and low-frequency in many applications, which makes effective86

energy harvesting a challenge and requires the adaptation of different linear and non-87

linear mechanisms. Another important limitation is that unlike vibrating harvesters,88

rotational energy harvesters often need bearings which do not scale well to minia-89

ture/micro dimensions and tend to be costly, especially when high-speed operation90

is needed. Consequently, creating an efficient REH device for harnessing rotational91

energy is an important and even more challenging task with a number of physical,92

mechanical and electrical constraints. However, with more efforts being contributed by93

this research community, self-powered wireless sensing can be achieved using available94

rotational energy sources in many applications, as shown in Fig. 2. Rotational motion95

is available or can be easily converted from many application scenarios, including Jet96

Figure 2: Self-powered sensing using rotational energy harvesting from different application scenarios, in-
cluding rotating machines, human motion, environment, automotive, roadway and wind turbines.
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engines, gear boxes, watermills, human motion, vehicle wheels, wind turbines, fluid97

flow motions etc. Combined with appropriate transduction mechanisms and power98

management circuits (PMC), rotational energy harvesters can convert those rotational99

energy sources into electricity to realize self-powered wireless sensing.100

In this review, the focus is to critically assess and discuss the progress, challenges101

and potential opportunities in REH. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the102

first review paper focusing on REH. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-103

tion 2 discusses the types of rotational energy available and the corresponding energy104

harvester categories. Then, the maximum obtainable power and transduction mecha-105

nisms are discussed and analyzed. Different methodologies tailored for REH are re-106

viewed and compared to enhance the harvesting capability in Section 3. The developed107

rotational energy harvesters in the literature are compared and categorized based on108

applications, including wearable and implantable devices, automotive and railway sys-109

tems, rotating machines, renewable energy systems and environmental monitoring. Fi-110

nally, the conclusions, challenges and potential opportunities are included in Section 5.111

2. Classifications of motion and harvesters112

REH on macro and micro scales has a number of complications associated with113

space and size constraints, as well as the type of energy source to harvest energy from.114

The nature and design of various rotating equipment and elements dictates the develop-115

ment of different energy harvesting concepts. In general, any energy harvesting device116

comprises two major elements - power take off and transduction mechanisms. Power117

take off is the mechanical system designed to absorb the given input as an external or118

parametric source of excitation [27]. Thus the mechanical system can be chosen as a119

discrete (n-degree-of-freedom lumped-mass) or continuous (rods and beams) systems,120

as well as it can be linear or intentionally nonlinear, due to prescribed geometrical con-121

straints or material properties. In most cases, rotational energy sources fall into two122

categories, including continuous and non-continuous (reciprocating) motions. The fol-123

lowing section will discuss the characteristics of these energy types and the associated124

energy harvesting solutions as well as the maximum obtainable power and the different125

transduction mechanisms.126

2.1. Energy harvesting from non-continuous rotation127

Reciprocating or oscillatory linear motion and fluid flow are the common sources128

of non-continuous motion and are typically converted to rotational motion using some129

mechanical rectification mechanisms. Rack and pinion (Fig. 3(a)) is the simplest mech-130

anism that can convert a reciprocating motion to non-continuous rotational motion and131

vice versa. Bevel gears, ball-screw and worm gears are often used to amplify the mo-132

tion or change the axis of rotation, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). An application133

example is in shock absorbers, as shown in Fig. 3(d), for vibration suppression and134

ride comfort [28–30]. Converted reciprocating motion, similar to an oscillatory mo-135

tion, will be non-continuous and bi-directional; therefore, it sometimes requires further136

mechanical rectification, to be efficient when connected to a conventional generator.137

A clutch or mechanical motion rectification (MMR) module, consisting of specifically138
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Figure 3: The rotational motion transmission and its application in energy harvesting: (a) Rack and pinion,
(b) bevel gear, (c) warm gear, (d) bevel gear structure in a shock absorber [30], (e) rack and pinion structure
for energy harvesting from backpack [31].

arranged gears, can be used for achieving unidirectional rotational motion. MMR has139

been used for energy harvesting in shock absorbers and backpacks [31], as shown in140

Fig. 3(e). Another rectification mechanism combined with electromagnetic energy har-141

vesting design was proposed in Ref [32]. It should be stressed that various mechanical142

gears, screws and belt systems are difficult to be integrated in miniaturized devices143

in a cost effective manner, and therefore they should be avoided when possible. Direct144

drive mechanical systems can be used, allowing the torque to be converted to electricity145

without mechanical transmission. There are linear and rotational direct drive motors,146

which typically utilise electromagnetic principles for generating electricity.147

One of the well-known examples of energy harvesting from non-continuous motion148

is the self-winding wristwatch, invented almost 100 years ago by J. Harwood. The en-149

ergy harvesting is achieved there by oscillations of an unbalanced mass, which can be150

represented by a compound pendulum. In this case, the excitation amplitude is larger151

than the device dimensions, so resonant operation is not essential or even helpful in152

maximising power [33]. It has also been indicated that for systems with linear excita-153

tion, the power level of linear and rotational systems is equivalent when non-resonant154

motion is considered [33]. However, the resonant rotational motion of the unbalanced155

mass has higher power density, which is beneficial for energy harvesting purposes.156

Resonant oscillatory or rotational motion can be achieved in different ways, including157

gyroscopic and parametrically excited systems [34, 35]. Design and analysis of energy158

harvesting devices using bidirectional oscillations of a pendulum have been reported159

in a number of investigations, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). This figure demonstrates160

the devices based on compound pendulums [36–39]. The main benefit of a compound161
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pendulum over a mathematical (lumped-mass) pendulum is its compactness when a162

low natural frequency has to be attained; thus it is widely used for energy harvesting163

from human activities, which are typically below 5 Hz. Many devices for a restricted164

bidirectional motion have been developed for energy harvesting from human motion,165

where the devices are designed to be mounted on elbows, knees or other joints [40–47].166

In other applications, a mathematical pendulum may be considered as a more ap-167

propriate choice; for example, such designs were reported in [48–50] and shown in168

Fig. 4(c) and (d). In Ref. [49], Marszal et al. proposed a ratcheting freewheel mech-169

anism, which disengages when the input shaft rotates slower than the output shaft, as170

well as it prevents reversing of energy flow. To break the relationship between the pen-171

dulum length and its natural frequency, Alevras et al. and Ylli et al. [51, 52] studied172

pendulums with combinations of arms and elastic connections between them. Other173

designs that utilize pendulum-like motion were proposed in Refs. [53, 54].174

2.2. Energy harvesting from continuous rotation175

Compared to non-continuous rotation, continuous rotation is in some ways more176

straightforward to be harnessed. A good example is the conventional electromagnetic177

Figure 4: Compound energy harvesting devices used for energy harvesting from human activities in (a)
eccentric rotor architecture for wearable sensors [39] and (b) hybrid piezo-electromagnetic energy harvesting
using an unbalanced mass [38]. Pendulum energy harvesting devices: (c) pendulum-based electromagnetic
harvester [48], (d) a parametrically forced pendulum [49].
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generators used in wind or hydraulic power generation. However, all transduction178

mechanisms require a relative motion between transduction components (e.g. rotor179

& stator) to create, for example, the change in magnetic flux for excitation [41] or180

power generation [55]. Two anchors are typically used to create the necessary rela-181

tive motion. For instance, in permanent magnet generators, magnets are mounted on182

the rotor, and coils are winded on the stator. However, due to the constraints in space183

and mounting location availability, anchors with relative motion cannot be accessed in184

many applications, such as rotating shafts. In such cases, harvesting from oscillating or185

otherwise varying rotation can use the inertia of the un-anchored component to create186

relative motion; this is not, however, possible for steady, continuous motion. Instead,187

most mechanisms have used gravity acting on the un-anchored component to create188

relative motion using just one anchor [55]. Also, in continuous rotation cases, the cen-189

trifugal force and the Coriolis force will influence the system dynamics significantly190

when the rotating frequency is high.191

Based on the above description, REH devices can be divided onto 3 major cate-192

gories: I. devices that utilises unbalanced and/or moving masses; II. beam-based de-193

vices; III. balanced or symmetric devices. The first category includes concepts with194

rotating pendulums or moving unbalanced masses, which are typically represented by195

levitating or rolling magnets, or eccentric proof masses. The second category contains196

devices based on oscillations of beams. These devices may or may not use magnets for197

enhancing multi-stability, and typically have single or double (bi-morph) piezoelectric198

layers. The devices in Category I and Category II mainly rely on the action of the grav-199

ity force in combination with other forces, such as the centripetal and magnetic forces,200

or rotation oscillation. The third category of devices consists of symmetric or balanced201

concepts, the vast majority of which have been developed for energy harvesting from a202

continuously incoming fluid flow.203

Table 1 provides the visual representation of the existing concepts and devices204

grouped according to the presented classification, where the rows are organised based205

on the transduction mechanism. The last row includes mostly pendulum devices which206

were investigated for energy harvesting purposes but were not connected to any trans-207

duction mechanism. The table should be used to identify the publications in a particu-208

lar category and with a particular transduction mechanism, as well as clearly indicating209

the empty spaces, with no publications. As expected and confirmed by this table, the210

electrostatic and triboelectric transduction mechanisms have been less explored. It can211

also be seen from this table that for beam-based devices, piezoelectric transduction212

Table 1: Categories and Transduction of rotational energy harvesters in the literature

Category I Category II Category III
Electromagnetic [39, 48, 55–78] [32, 71, 79–104]
Piezoelectric [41, 105–109] [110–153] [111, 154–176]
Electrostatic [177, 178] [179] [42, 180–185]
Triboelectric [70] [85, 86, 100, 165, 186–192]
Unspecified [193–197] [198]
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is the dominant option due to the simplicity of integrating piezoelectric layers into213

beams, whereas for harvesters with unbalanced masses or symmetric structures, differ-214

ent mechanisms are all explored in the literature with piezoelectric and electromagnetic215

conversion being the major choices. Another important factor for transduction selec-216

tion is device size. Piezoelectric conversion adds simplicity in micro-scale devices,217

whereas larger devices can use conventional electromagnetic transducers. According218

to Ref. [147], piezoelectric transducers are less affected by size scaling down. In terms219

of the percentage of the design in the literature, the balanced or symmetric harvesters220

are the highest among these categories, but the number of publications for unbalanced221

and beam-based harvesters has been increasingly presented for low-frequency random222

rotation conditions.223

Some selected concepts from Category I can be found in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a) and (b),224

eccentric masses have been used to acquire energy from oscillatory host motions [61,225

69]. With the assistance of gravity, the eccentric mass also fulfils the goal of creating226

relative motion using one anchor point. Similar designs using levitating magnets were227

studied for a rotational wheel motion in Fig. 5(c) [56, 64]. A pendulum design was228

tested for wave energy in Ref. [193] where the heave motion of waves was used as229

the excitation. Kuang and Zhu developed a parametrically excited nonlinear magnetic230

Figure 5: Category I devices: rotational energy harvester using unbalanced masses. (a) and (b) eccentric
masses with electromagnetic conversion [39, 69], (c) levitating magnets on rotating hosts [64], (d) paramet-
rically excited nonlinear magnetic rolling pendulum [66].
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pendulum using the attractive and repulsive magnetic forces, as shown in Fig. 5(d)231

[66]. A broad operation range was obtained by converting the linear oscillation to the232

rotation of the pendulum structure.233

Fig. 6 presents several typical beam-based harvesters in Category II. The major-234

ity of these work in the bending mode, rather than the compression/extension mode.235

Some of the presented devices use magnetic plucking forces to stimulate a piezoelec-236

tric beam to oscillate around its equilibrium positions, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b)237

[107, 117]. Based on this method, Fu and Yeatman introduced bi-stability into the238

plucking harvester by introducing a fixed magnet above the beam tip magnet, as shown239

in Fig. 6(c) [149]. This method requires two anchors for the rotating driving magnets240

and for the static piezoelectric beams. In order to enhance the energy generation capa-241

bility, a number of permanent magnets can be arranged to create the multi-stability of242

the beam which is covered in Section 3. The harvesters in Fig. 6(d) and (e) are arranged243

vertically and use gravity to create the beam bending [112, 116]. The advantage is that244

only one anchor is required.245

As can be seen, the devices in the first two categories have some asymmetries246

in their design, and therefore at relatively high rotational speeds the high centripetal247

force will introduce a bias-force on the beams, potentially keeping a device in an equi-248

librium position and affecting the energy harvesting capability. One should also not249

forget about the Coriolis force which acts on a moving body within a rotational frame250

reference, but its action will be perpendicular to the axis of rotation. This force may251

cause an object to be pushed to one side of a housing, creating much higher friction252

or completely forcing the object to stop. Thus, the third category of balanced or sym-253

metric rotational energy harvesters, presented in Fig. 7, may have an advantage over254

the others when a relatively high rotational speed is considered for energy harvesting.255

Figure 6: Category II beam-based rotational energy harvesters: (a) and (b) magnetic plucking excited beam
structures [107, 117]; (c) bi-stable plucking harvester using piezoelectric transduction [149]; (d) and (e)
gravity-excited beam structures [112, 116].
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Fig. 7(a) and (b) represent a group of devices, which use the alternating repulsive and256

attractive magnetic forces to bend piezoelectric beams. The motion sources can be257

directly from rotation [163] or converted from other sources, such as fluid flow using258

micro-turbines [155]. A relatively different concept based on compressing a piezoelec-259

tric material is shown in Fig. 7(c), where the magnetic force is applied to flextensional260

transducers on the stator by the driving magnets on the rotor [99]. It is worth noting261

that such configurations create loading torque peaks on the rotor. This will be an issue262

for conditions where the driving torque is limited. The cogging effect and high cut-in263

speeds may result due to the concentrated load peaks. Turbines can also be classified as264

symmetric rotational energy harvesters and operate at different frequencies on different265

size scales. Fig. 7(d) is one example of a horizontal-axis wind turbine combined with266

electromagnetic transduction [81]. Electrostatic transduction is especially convenient267

from the manufacturing point of view on micro-scale with the advantage of simplicity.268

Fig. 7(e) illustrates the common layout of such devices in harnessing rotational energy269

[199]. Triboelectric conversion is also explored in harnessing continuous rotation en-270

ergy, but the frequent contacts and friction between materials may result in component271

failure and reduce the system reliability. Therefore, this mechanism is more favorable272

to low-frequency motion conditions, and additional considerations need to be applied273

to avoid material degradation and enhance system robustness and reliability [200].274

2.3. Maximum achievable power275

The low power generation capability is the major reason limiting the adoption of276

REH technologies in many applications. Therefore, it is critical to examine the theoret-277

ically achievable power upper bounds for typical rotational energy harvesters. These278

Figure 7: Category III - symmetric or balanced devices. (a) and (b) balanced devices with piezoelectric beams
[155, 163], (c) flextensional piezoelectric transducers for REH [99], (d) turbine-based energy harvester with
electromagnetic transduction [81], (e) electrostatic rotational energy harvester [199].
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power limits can also provide means to evaluate how the output power varies with279

key design and operational parameters. According to the energy harvester categories280

in Section 2, the obtainable power limits are analyzed for unbalanced and balanced281

harvesters operating at non-resonant and resonant modes under non-continuous, con-282

tinuous rotation and linear oscillation excitation conditions.283

2.3.1. Unbalanced non-resonant harvester under non-continuous rotation284

Fig. 8(a) presents a generalized unbalanced harvester (eccentric mass) working at285

the non-resonant mode under non-continuous rotation excitation. A good example of286

such devices is the self-powered wristwatches developed by Seiko Corp. to harness287

energy from human motion [201]. As there is no stiffness component in such a system,288

this type of device typically operates in a non-resonant mode. According to Ref. [33],289

the equation of motion for the model in Fig. 8(a) can be expressed as290

Iθ̈ = D
(
Ω̇ − θ̇

)
, (1)

where I = mR2/4 is the mass moment of inertia of the half disc, m is the mass, R is the291

radius, D is the damping coefficient that represents the velocity-dependent transduction292

mechanism, and θ and Ω are the angular displacement of the half disc and the oscil-293

lating host, respectively. The instantaneous power obtained by the transduction can be294

Figure 8: Models for unbalanced/balanced rotational energy harvesters (e.g. eccentric mass or beams on a
rotating host). (a) non-resonant harvester operating under non-continuous rotations; (b) non-resonant har-
vester operating under linear oscillation (y direction); (c) resonant harvester operating under non-continuous
rotations; (d) non-resonant harvester operating under continuous rotations with gravity as the counter force.
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written as295

Pins = D
(
Ω̇ − θ̇

)2
=

(
Iθ̈
D

)2

. (2)

For a harmonic non-continuous excitation Ω(t) = Ω0 sin (ωt), θ̈ = −ω2θ and θ(t) =296

θ0 sin (ωt + φ). Using the Laplace analysis, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as297

θ0

Ω0
=

D
√

D2 + ω2I2
. (3)

298

φ = arccos (θ0/Ω0) . (4)

Based on Eqs. (2)-(4), the average output power can be obtained as299

Pavg =
I2ω4θ2

0

2D
=

Iω3Ω2
0

2
D/ωI

1 + (D/ωI)2 (5)

Therefore, the maximum power is obtained when D = ωI, and it is written as (using300

I = mR2/4)301

Pmax =
Iω3Ω2

0

4
=

mω3Ω2
0R2

16
, (6)

where φ = π/4 and θ0 = Ω0/
√

2. According to Eq. (6), the excitation frequency ω and302

amplitude Ω0 have significant impacts on the maximum obtainable power. From the303

harvester design perspective, the mass has less influence than the radius. In terms of304

how to obtain the maximum power, the source of motion is required to be significantly305

large in amplitude to obtain a phase difference φ = π/4 between the harvester motion306

and source motion. Therefore, this type of harvester is ideal for large-amplitude low-307

frequency motions, such as arm swing or turbine blade rotation. It is worth mentioning308

that this maximum obtainable output power in Eq. 6 is similar to the maximum obtain-309

able power of a linear vibration harvester (Pmax = 1/2Y0Zlω
3m [22], where Y0 is the310

excitation amplitude, Zl is the maximum internal displacement.).311

2.3.2. Unbalanced non-resonant harvester under linear oscillation312

Unbalanced harvesters can also be used in collecting linear motion energy. There-313

fore, a linear harmonic motion y(t) = Y0 sin (ωt) is adopted in this analysis, as shown314

in Fig. 8(b). The linear position of the eccentric mass is then x(t) = y(t) + Rc sin (θ(t)),315

where Rc is the radius of the mass center. According to Ref. [33], the equation of316

motion for the eccentric mass can be obtained317

Iθ̈ + mR2
c cos2(θ)θ̈ − mR2

c sin (θ) cos(θ)θ̇2 + Dθ̇ = −mÿRc cos(θ). (7)

As the system described in Eq. (7) is non-linear, it is difficult to get an explicit318

expression for θ(t). However, the maximum power can be estimated using the input319

power dU = Fydy = mẍ dy on the eccentric mass. If the relative motion between the320
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eccentric mass and the host is z(t), then z(t) = x(t) − y(t), and ẍ = ÿ + z̈. Therefore,321

dU/m = ÿ dy + z̈ dy. Integrating the instantaneous power over an excitation cycle is the322

energy obtained by the energy harvester in that cycle. The ÿ dy term can be neglected323

since the integration is zero. z(t) can be rewritten as z(t) =
∑

zn sin(nωt + φn). The324

instantaneous power then can be expressed as325

dU = −mω3Y0

∑
n2zn sin(nωt + φn) cos(ωt)dt. (8)

Since the range of z(t) is within ±Rc, Rc can be approximated as the maximum of326 ∑
n2zn sin(nωt + φn). The maximum achievable power can be then estimated as327

Pmax �
1
2

mω3Y0Rc. (9)

Similar to the unbalanced harvester for non-continuous rotation, the linear motion328

excited harvesters are also affected significantly by the operating frequency ω. The329

motion range limits ±Rc and the excitation amplitude Y0 are also the contributing fac-330

tors.331

2.3.3. Resonant harvester under non-continuous rotation332

Similar to linear vibration energy harvesters which typically operate at their reso-333

nance, rotation energy harvesters (balanced or unbalanced) can also be designed to be334

resonant devices by coupling an angular spring and a damper, as shown in Fig. 8(c).335

Beam-based harvesters mounted on a rotating host are another type of resonant-based336

harvester. The equation of motion can be expressed as [33]337

Iθ̈ = D
(
Ω̇ − θ̇

)
+ K(Ω − θ). (10)

Based on Eq. (10) and the Laplace Transformation, the internal angular displace-338

ment of the eccentric mass Ψ0 at resonance can be written as339

Ψ0 = Ω0

( Iω
D

)
. (11)

If the parasitic damping (Dp) and the electrical damping (De) are considered, the340

obtainable power by the transduction can be written as341

Pe =
I2ω4Ω2

0

2De

D2
e

(De + DP)2 . (12)

When De = Dp, the maximum obtainable power can be achieved342

Pe(max) =
I2ω4Ω2

0

8De
. (13)

From Eq. (13), it is obvious that the resonant oscillating harvester can obtain a343

higher maximum power at the resonant condition. This type of harvester is ideal to be344

used in conditions where the excitation frequency is constant, whereas for random and345

broadband excitation conditions, the non-resonant harvesters are favorable. Another346

important limitation in resonant oscillating harvesters is to develop a miniature rota-347

tional spring with a large rotation range which has not been demonstrated in MEMS to348

the authors’ knowledge.349
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2.3.4. Unbalanced non-resonant harvester under continuous rotation350

Continuous rotation is available in many applications, such as rotating shafts or351

transmission systems. Using gravity as the counter force is the typical method to create352

relative motion between the rotating host and the harvester, as shown in Fig. 8(d). The353

equation of motion can be written as354

Iθ̈ = D
(
Ω̇ − θ̇

)
− mgRc cos(θ). (14)

The energy output is related to the relative speed (Ω̇ − θ̇) between the rotating host355

and the eccentric mass. Maximum output power can be obtained when the eccentric356

mass is static, ie. θ̈ = θ̇ = 0. The maximum obtainable power then is357

Pmax = DΩ̇2 = mgRcΩ̇. (15)

The maximum output power depends on the gravitational force of the eccentric358

mass and the relative angular velocity. To increase the relative velocity, the gravitation359

torque Tg = mgRc cos(θ) is critical. In addition, due to the use of an eccentric mass, the360

centrifugal force might be an issue at high rotational speeds.361

Table 2 summarizes the maximum obtainable power for different types of rotational362

energy harvesters under different operating conditions. It is worth noting that the max-363

imum obtainable powers are significantly different among the types. The selection of364

energy harvester type depends on the practical applications and their corresponding365

constraints. For instance, resonant non-continuous harvesters have high power gen-366

eration capability, but are only ideal for narrow-band excitation frequency conditions,367

whereas non-resonant unbalanced harvesters are ideal for low-frequency and large-368

amplitude non-continuous motions.369

2.4. Transduction mechanisms370

Transduction mechanisms typically include piezoelectric, electromagnetic, elec-371

trostatic or triboelectric phenomena, as well as their combinations, as shown in Fig. 9.372

Device size and layout and the application features dictate the most effective trans-373

duction mechanism. For example, often piezoelectric beams are equipped with bulk374

permanent magnets to achieve multi-stability, which enhances the energy harvesting375

potential. Electrostatic devices, which require a bias voltage, are combined with tri-376

boelectric or piezoelectric devices capable of generating that essential voltage. The377

Table 2: Maximum obtainable power for different types of rotational energy harvesters.

Harvester
Type

Harvester
Proof Mass

Operation
Mode

Maximum
Power

Key
Factors

Comments
& Notes

Unbalanced Non-continuous Non-resonant Iω3Ω2
0/4 ω, Ω0, R

Large-amplitude
Low-frequency

Unbalanced Linear motion Non-resonant mω3Y0Rc/2 ω, Y0 High-frequency
Unbalanced/

Balanced
Non-continuous
rotation Resonant I2ω4Ω2

0
8De

ω, Ω0
Resonant
condition

Unbalanced
Continuous
rotation

Non-resonant
Gravity-driven mgRcΩ̇ m, Rc, Ω̇

Low-frequency
large eccentric mass
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majority of the above-mentioned beam structures utilise piezoelectric energy harvest-378

ing, whereas relatively high speed of rotational motion is beneficial for electromagnetic379

energy harvesting by balanced concepts. Unfortunately, the choice is often not obvi-380

ous, since other factors may also play a key role on the device. For completeness, the381

fundamentals are presented here briefly.382

2.4.1. Piezoelectric effect383

The piezoelectric effect was first identified by the Curie brothers in 1880 [202].384

For small-scale energy harvesters, the piezoelectric effect is widely used due to the385

advantages of high energy density, simple structure and compact size. In general, the386

linear piezoelectric effect is governed by the following constitutive equations [25].387 [
σ
Dc

]
=

[
sE dt

d εT

] [
T
E

]
(16)

where Eq. (16) connects the mechanical domain (strain σ and stress T ) with the elec-388

trical domain (electric displacement Dc and electric field E). s, d and ε are the elastic389

compliance, dielectric constant and piezoelectric coefficient, respectively. The super-390

script t is the transpose.391

The beam-type harvester via the 31-mode in Fig. 9(a) is most commonly adopted,392

and the corresponding designs can be found in Refs. [116, 121, 133, 203]. In ad-393

dition, piezoelectric energy harvesters designed as flextensional structures also have394

attracted lots of attention, in which the greatest strength is to increase the reliability of395

the harvester compared with the beam-type harvester. The outstanding structures and396

applications have been reported in Refs. [99, 142, 162, 167].397

Figure 9: Transduction mechanisms for rotational energy harvesting in applications such as rotating machin-
ery, vehicle wheel, human motion, wind turbine by (a) piezoelectric effect, (b) electromagnetic effect, (c)
triboelectric effect, (d) electrostatic effect.
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2.4.2. Electromagnetic effect398

The electromagnetic effect has long been the dominant conversion mechanism for399

conventional power generators. This mechanism has also been popular for rotational400

energy harvesting, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The rotational motion is regarded as the401

base excitation which results in the relative movement between the magnet and coils.402

According to Faraday’s Law, the voltage induced in the coils can be expressed as [204]403

εv = −
dΦB

dt
(17)

where εv is the induced voltage and ΦB is the linked magnetic flux. For electromag-404

netic transduction, the power generation capability is highly related to the operation405

frequency and device dimensions (P ∝ L5ω2 [147]). It is therefore ideal for this type406

of harvester to operate at high frequencies and large dimensions.407

2.4.3. Triboelectric effect408

In the last decade, triboelectric transduction has attracted widespread interests in409

REH [205]. The most common mode is vertical contact-separation mode whose work-410

ing mechanism is shown in Fig. 9(c). When rotation is applied to material 1, it becomes411

electrically charged after contacting with another material. Because of the continuous412

rotational motion, the electric pulses can be generated. In order to reveal the mecha-413

nism of power generation, Wang reformulated Maxwell’s displacement current as [206]414

JD = ε
∂E
∂t

+
∂Ps

∂t
(18)

where the second term ∂Ps
∂t contributes to the output current of triboelectric nanogener-415

ators (TENGs) and is related to the driving force. Recently, various TENGs have been416

investigated to derive low-powered electronic and to realize self-powered systems, such417

as a wind-driven wireless temperature sensor [165, 189, 190], a fluid-driven wireless418

speed sensor [100, 191] and a MEMS plasma switch for conditioning TENG [207].419

2.4.4. Electrostatic effect420

For the electrostatic effect in Fig. 9(d), charges with the opposite sign are induced421

on the counter-electrode by the electrostatic field of the electrets [208–210].The elec-422

tromechanical transduction is given by [211]423

I = αeu̇ − ceV̇ (19)

where αe is the force factor. ce is the shunting capacitance. An electrostatic rotational424

energy harvester was designed to harvest human motion energy [184, 185]. Later,425

the synchronized switch harvesting on inductor (SSHI) with a dual-stage design was426

applied to enhance energy harvesting performance [211].427

The transduction mechanisms for energy harvesting in rotational motion have been428

introduced in the above subsections. Each method has its own advantages, and to429

combine these respective merits various hybrid generators have been developed, as430

shown in Fig. 10. Toward practical application in harsh environments, a waterproof431

triboelectric-electromagnetic hybrid harvester was reported, as shown in Fig. 10(a)432
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[212]. In this design,a freestanding triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) and a rotating433

electromagnetic generator (EMG) are integrated together. When the rotational motion434

is provided, such as flow-induced, the rotor will rotate. According to the electromag-435

netic effect, the EMG can generate the voltage, at the same time the friction of TENG436

between the polymer film and the electrode can also generate voltage based on the437

triboelectric effect. The experimental results demonstrate that the hybrid energy har-438

vester can be a self-powered wind speed sensor to detect wind speed as low as 3.5 m/s.439

Similarly, a triboelectric-electromagnetic hybrid harvester was investigated as shown440

in Fig. 10(b), and the experimental results illustrated that the designed harvester is a441

promising way to drive an electronic thermometer and achieve a self-powered water-442

temperature sensing system [100]. As presented in Fig. 10(c), a bimorph-based piezo-443

electric harvester was integrated into triboelectric harvester to form a hybrid harvester444

for high-efficient mechanical rotational energy harvesting [165]. At wind speed of 14445

m/s, it could power 50 LEDs in parallel connection.446

For hybrid energy harvesters in rotational motion, the output power can be im-447

proved by adopting multiple transduction mechanisms [213]. However, how to use the448

device space of an energy harvester effectively is critical in terms of increasing the de-449

vice power density. Also, in some cases, energy may be available in different forms,450

such as solar, vibration, or thermal. Hybrid energy harvesters can convert different451

types of energy into electric energy in one device. For example, if a hybrid REH is452

used to provide power for wireless sensors of wind turbine, solar and rotational energy453

Figure 10: Hybrid generator for harvesting rotational energy to realize self-powered sensor: (a) An ultra-low-
friction triboelectric-electromagnetic hybrid nanogenerator [212]; (b) tribo-electromagnetic hybrid generator
[100]; (c) hybrid piezo-triboelectric generator for harvesting rotational energy [165].
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can be harvested in a hybrid device. Such a device provides a more robust power source454

even if one type of energy source is not available. Therefore, enhancing the robustness455

of power supply is another advantage of hybrid rotational energy harvesters.456

3. Methodologies and mechanisms457

This section focuses on methodologies and mechanisms that have been tailored for458

REH. An in-depth analysis is provided to review the advantages and uniqueness of each459

method in effectively harnessing rotational energy.460

3.1. Frequency up-conversion461

Rotational energy can be characterized as low-frequency and random in many situ-462

ations, such as flow-induced rotation, pendulum oscillation and turbine blade rotation,463

where electromagnetic conversion might be ineffective due to its poor scaling-down464

performance in operating frequency. It is the same for resonant-based piezoelectric465

transducers, as the resonant frequency of the transducers is high due to the miniatur-466

ized dimensions, and there is large discrepancy between the low excitation frequency467

and the high resonant frequency.468

In this context, frequency up-conversion (FREUC) has been adopted to address the469

low-frequency random REH challenge. FREUC is a method to intermittently stimu-470

late the piezoelectric transducers either by direct impact [40, 106, 161, 164, 168] or471

magnetic plucking [41, 68, 107, 117, 160, 163, 169, 214] using low-frequency ran-472

dom energy sources, as shown in Fig. 11(a). After being stimulated, the transducer473

(typically in beam or disc shapes) can vibrate freely at its resonance before the next474

stimulation force appears. Therefore, the transducer can always operate at its resonant475

frequency for any low-frequency random input excitation.476

Fig. 11(b) presents the implementation of the FREUC method into rotational energy477

harvesters. For the direct impact method, multiple plectra are fixed on the edge of a478

rotor, and piezoelectric beams are mounted on a stator [168]. The relative motion479

between the rotor and the stator causes impact between the plectra and the beams,480

transferring kinetic energy into the beams. The beams then oscillate at their resonant481

frequency, as shown in Fig. 11(c). Another method to implement FREUC is magnetic482

plucking. Instead of using moving plectra, driving magnets are mounted on the rotor483

and piezoelectric beam with tip magnets mounted on the stator or vice versa [41]. The484

magnetic forces applied by the driving magnets on the piezoelectric beams realize the485

plucking effect and transfer the kinetic energy. In the multi-beam configuration, as486

shown in Fig. 11(b), the beams normally vibrate with phase differences. In order to487

avoid the charge cancelling-out effect, bridge rectifiers are required for each beam.488

It is worth mentioning that there are pros and cons for both the direct impact method489

and the magnetic plucking method. For direct impact, the impact duration is typically490

much shorter than the magnetic force while the impact force could be higher, as shown491

in Fig. 11(d). The shorter duration and the higher impact force are ideal to stimulate492

the beam and obtain higher power output, especially when the rotational frequency is493

ultra-low (e.g. bellow 1 Hz). However, the direct impact or excessive applied load494

may cause material degradation and is detrimental to the long-term reliability of the495
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Figure 11: Frequency up-conversion (FREUC). (a) FREUC methods including direct impact and magnetic
plucking, (b) implementation of FREUC in rotational energy harvesters, (c) displacement of piezoelectric
beam under plucking, and (d) comparison of the forces introduced by direct impact and magnetic plucking.

system [215]. Appropriate protecting mechanisms need to be introduced to address496

this concern when using direct impacts.497

Another significant difference is that the magnetic plucking force is continuous and498

much easier to control the amplitude by adjusting the gaps or dimensions of magnets,499

while the direct impact force is more difficult to control and the impact force is highly500

depended on the contact between the plectra and the beams. In cases where the rotor501

angular momentum is limited compared to the momentum transferred by each impact,502

the rotor’s smooth motion will be affected and the rotation could be event be stalled.503

A good example would be REH from airflow using micro-turbines. The impact or504

plucking force determines the cut-in speed of the micro-turbine [157].505

One important aspect for FREUC is the output power fluctuation at high excitation506

frequencies [107, 117, 164]. With increase of the excitation frequency, the excitation507

cycle is not long enough for the beam to ring down fully, as shown in the comparison508

between Fig. 12(a) and (b). At high excitation frequencies, the beam still vibrates509
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when the subsequent excitation force appears, resulting in output power fluctuation510

due to the phase variation between the driving plucking force and the beam vibration.511

This effect narrows the operating frequency range. The frequency of the fluctuation512

peaks correlates to the resonant frequency fr of the transducers and is given by [117]513

fi =
fr

n · i
, (20)

where i (= 1,2,3,...) is the sequence of the peaks and n is the number of driving magnets514

on the rotor or plucking events per cycle. Solutions to alleviate the fluctuation issue515

have been investigated. Increasing the transducer’s electromechanical damping is one516

possibility. Assuming the beam’s initial vibration voltage after plucking is V0, the beam517

ring-down dynamics can be expressed as [149]518

Vd(t) = V0 · e−π fr ·t/Q︸        ︷︷        ︸
Amplitude

· cos (ωdt + Φ0)︸            ︷︷            ︸
Frequency

, (21)

where Q = 1/(2ζb) is transducer’s quality factor, ζb is system overall damping ratio,519

ωn is the transducer’s damped resonant frequency, and Φ0 is the initial phase of beam520

vibration. It can be seen from Eq. (21) that the ring-down percentage is determined by521

the ‘Amplitude’ factor. Therefore, in order to allow enough time for the beam to ring522

Figure 12: FREUC harvester dynamics under different excitation frequencies and the illustration of the
output power fluctuation issue. (a) Beam displacement and magnetic force at 20 Hz and (b) at 60 Hz, (c)
output power fluctuation with the increase of excitation frequency [117], and (d) nonlinear dynamics to
address the fluctuation issue and to increase the output power [148].
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down to a certain percent k, the upper limit for the driving frequency is523

f u
e = −

1
ln k

π

Q
· fr. (22)

The upper limit of the excitation frequency f u
e is a function of the transducer res-524

onant frequency fr and the quality factor of the energy harvesting system. A lower525

quality factor Q (namely higher transducer damping) is beneficial to increase the upper526

limit f u
e . However, increasing the mechanical (parasitic) damping will reduce the re-527

covered useful energy from each ring-down cycle. Different nonlinear dynamics have528

been investigated to enhance the damping ratio, including bi-stability and synchronized529

switch harvesting on inductors (SSHI) [127, 148–150, 163]. Fig. 12(d) illustrates the530

effects of bi-stability, SSHI and their coupled method in alleviating the power fluctua-531

tion issue [148].532

3.2. Multi-stability533

It is well known that inter-well oscillation from one potential well to another one534

enhances beam deformation, therefore, higher output power can be obtained. The535

challenge in REH is to realize inter-well oscillation in low-frequency excitation. To536

broaden the frequency bandwidth of energy harvesting, magnetically coupled multi-537

stability has been widely adopted, and theoretically and experimentally validated in538

Refs. [133–137, 216]. When energy harvesters with multi-stability are applied to a ro-539

tational environment, the potential energy of the beam-type harvester is time-varying540

in one rotating cycle due to the change of gravitational potential energy. The whole541

potential energy can be calculated using542

U =
1
2

Kex2 + Megx sin θ +

∫
Fm dx (23)

where Fm is the nonlinear magnetic force, Ke is the equivalent stiffness of the piezoelec-543

tric beam. x is the transverse deformation of the piezoelectric beam. θ =
∫ t

0 θ̇(t)dt is the544

angular displacement of the rotational motion. In Ref. [138], the nonlinear magnetic545

force Fm and the elastic force of the piezoelectric beam are rewritten as the equivalent546

restoring force Fr. Thus, Eq. (23) can be rewritten as547

U = Megx sin θ +

∫
Fr dx, (24)

where Fr is determined by the parameters of the magnetically coupled configura-548

tion and the number of external magnets. Depending on the magnet configuration549

(magnet magnetization and number), the harvester can be mono-stable [139], bi-stable550

[133, 134, 216], tri-stable [135, 140] or multi-stable [136, 137]. For these nonlinear551

harvesters, the typical characteristic is that a tip magnet is mounted at the free end of a552

cantilever beam, and there will be different number of fixed magnets arranged near the553

tip magnet with either attractive or repulsive forces. If there is only one fixed magnet554

paired with the tip magnet to generate the attractive force, as shown in Fig. 13(a), the555

harvester is mono-stable with one potential well in the potential energy plot. If the mag-556

netization direction is reversed and the magnetic force is repulsive, bi-stability with two557
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Figure 13: Magnetically coupled multi-stability: (a) typical configuration of mono-stable, bi-stable, tri-stable
and multi-stable harvesters, (b) corresponding potential energy of different configurations.

stable equilibrium positions will appear in the potential well, as shown in Fig. 13(b).558

If there are two external magnets with repulsive forces, tri-stability with three stable559

equilibrium positions will appear. If more external magnets with either attractive or560

repulsive forces are adopted, multi-stability can be realized. From Fig. 13(b), it can561

be observed that with the increase of stable positions, normally the potential barrier562

among two stable positions will decrease. In addition, when these harvesters are em-563

ployed in rotational motion, it can be noticed that the gravity component from Eq. 24564

contributes to the time-varying potential wells as explained in Fig. 14(c), which means565

that even low rotational excitation from wind turbines or low-speed rotational machines566

can trigger the inter-well oscillation for rotational energy harvesters.567

Some research works utilized multi-stability to enhance energy harvesting in rota-568

tional motion. Zhang et al. explored a bi-stable energy harvester on the rim of a vehicle569

wheel, and they experimentally investigated the influence of the rotational radius on the570

energy harvesting performance in real-vehicle tests [119]. In addition, stochastic res-571

onance was used to improve the efficiency of energy harvesting in rotational motion.572

Later, Mei et al. proposed a symmetric tri-stable energy harvester to harness rotational573

energy with the aim to power a Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS), as shown574

in Fig. 14(b) [123]. In order to address the issue of efficiency energy harvesting at575

ultra-low frequencies, the same authors developed a quad-stable harvester, as shown in576

Fig. 14(c) [152]. Compared with the bi-stable and tri-stable energy harvester, the per-577

formance was dramatically boosted especially at 60 - 180 rpm (1 – 3 Hz). The reason578

is that the low potential barrier of the multi-stable energy harvester makes it easier to579

achieve inter-well oscillations via time-varying potential wells. In summary, combin-580

ing the multi-stability and time-varying potential wells caused by rotational motion is581

an effective way to improve the efficiency of energy harvesting in rotational motion.582

3.3. Gravitational field583

For REH, the gravitational field can be used as a continuous exciting force espe-584

cially for the beam-type harvesters or harvesters using eccentric proof mass. When a585

harvester is installed in a non-horizontal plane, the piezoelectric beam is subjected to586
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Figure 14: Harvesting rotational energy via multi-stability, (a) a bi-stable energy harvester installed on rim
of vehicle wheel [119], (b) a tri-stable energy harvester in tire for powering TPMS [123], (c) enhancing the
output power in low-frequency rotational motion via quad-stability [152].

periodic vibration excitation from the gravity field acting on the tip mass. The govern-587

ing equation can be written as [123]588

Me ẍ(t) + Cẋ(t) + (Ke + Kcθ̇
2)x(t) + χθ̈ − ϑpv(t) + Fm = −Γg sin(θ̇t) (25)

Cpv̇(t) + R−1
l v(t) + ϑp ẋ(t) = 0 (26)

where Me, C, Ke are the equivalent mass, mechanical damping and equivalent stiffness589

of the piezoelectric beam, respectively, Kc is the coefficient related to the centrifugal590

force, χ is the coefficient related to the angular acceleration, Cp and ϑp are the capac-591

itance and electromechanical coupling coefficient, respectively, v(t) is the output volt-592

age, Rl is the load resistance, Fm is the magnetic force corresponding to multi-stability593

and Γg is the gravity-related excitation term.594

Four representative structures of energy harvesting in rotational motion are illus-595

trated in Fig.15. When a plate rotates in the vertical plane, the gravitational force on596

the tip mass of a cantilever beam mounted on the rotating plane acts as a periodic ex-597

citation force to enforce the beam vibration, as shown in Fig.15(a). Based on this idea,598
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Khameneifar et al. developed a beam-type piezoelectric harvester for rotary motion599

applications [111]. 6.4 mW output power was obtained at 138 rad/s using a PZT beam600

with the dimension of 51 × 38 × 0.13 mm. Febbo et al. proposed a two-degrees of601

freedom (2DoF) beam-type energy harvester, as shown in Fig.15(b) [125], in which the602

gravity of tip mass enforces the beam. An output power of 26-105 µW over the range603

of 50-150 rpm was obtained. Fig.15(c) shows a disk-swing driven energy harvester604

proposed by Nezami et al. [68]. When the rotational speed is low, the orientation of605

the gravity-induced disk is toward the ground, but the orientation of the piezoelectric606

beam is changing due to the rotational motion. Thereby the relative motion between607

them enforces the harvester to generate electrical energy. As shown in Fig. 15(d),608

Wang et al. investigated a flex-compressive energy harvester aiming to power a wire-609

less sensor in jet engines [142]. The periodic force from the gravity is the exciting610

force to compress the piezoelectric structure to generate electrical energy.611

In addition, for the magnetically coupled nonlinear energy harvesters in rotational612

motion, the magnetic force may result in multi-stable potential functions. As stated613

Figure 15: Harvesting rotational energy via gravitational field, (a) a linear energy harvester in rotational
motion, (b) a 2DoF cantilever beam-type energy harvester in rotational motion aiming to power wireless
sensor in a wind turbine [125], (c) a gravity-induced energy harvester in wind turbine [68] ( c© IOP Publishing.
Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved), (d) a flex-compressive energy harvester aiming to power
a wireless sensor in jet engines [142].
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in Section 3.2, the gravity field can lead to time-varying potential wells which are614

beneficial for inter-well oscillations, resulting in high output voltage. Related work615

combining the advantages of the gravitational field and multi-stability can be found in616

Ref. [121]. In summary, the gravitational field can be a periodic excitation force to re-617

alize the rotational energy harvesting in the vertical plane, and the excitation frequency618

is equal to the rotational frequency.619

3.4. Centrifugal and Coriolis forces620

The centrifugal force acting on a rotating device is always oriented outwards in the621

radial direction. This force is proportional to the square of the rotational speed and can622

influence the dynamic performance and the harvesting capability, especially at high623

rotational speeds. When the plane rotates at a rotational speed −→ω, the centrifugal force624

Fc can be defined by625

Fc = −Me ·
−→ω × (−→ω × −→r ) (27)

where Me is the equivalent mass, and −→r is the mounting position vector of the harvester.626

In addition, when the energy harvester has the relative motion in the rotational627

reference frame, the Coriolis force also appears. The Coriolis force was firstly revealed628

in 1835 by the French scientist Gaspard-Gustave de Coriolis when investigating water629

wheels [217]. This force is perpendicular to the rotational angular velocity and to the630

velocity of the objects in the rotational reference frame. The Coriolis force Fcor can be631

calculated by632

Fcor = −2Me ·
−→ω × −→v (28)

According to Eqs. (27) and (28), it can be concluded that the centrifugal force Fc633

depends on the position vector −→r of the energy harvester, while the Coriolis force Fcor634

is decided by the harvester velocity −→v measured in the rotational reference frame. Typ-635

ically, −→v is relatively small compared to the rotation velocity, and the resulted Coriolis636

force is less dominant compared to the centrifugal force.637

In the literature, the centrifugal force is mostly associated with beam-based rota-638

tional energy harvesters (Category II). When these harvesters are mounted on a rota-639

tional host, the centrifugal force acting on the tip mass of the harvester always points640

outward in the radial direction. For different installation configurations, such as the641

forward configuration, inverse configuration or angular mounting configuration, the642

centrifugal force can alter the resonant frequency of the piezoelectric beam to achieve643

a self-tuning energy harvester, but the mechanical functions are different. To reveal644

the mechanism of tunable stiffness, two different configurations including a forward645

harvester and an inverse harvester are selected and shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b) respec-646

tively. Here L is the length of the piezoelectric beam; r is the rotational radius from647

the installation mount to the rotating centre; θ is the angle between the direction of648

the centrifugal force acting on the tip mass when the beam is deformed and the length649

direction of the beam when it is not deformed. This angle is generated by gravity and650

the centrifugal force applied on the beam. The centrifugal force Fc is divided into651

the transverse component Fc1 and axial component Fc2. For both forward and inverse652

configurations, the transverse component Fc1 contributes to the transverse vibration of653

the piezoelectric beam. In addition, for the forward configuration the axial component654
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Figure 16: Use of the centrifugal force to enhance energy harvesting performance. (a) the centrifugal force
in forward harvester configuration [218], (b) the centrifugal force in inverse harvester configuration[218], (c)
the variation of beam’s equivalent stiffness via centrifugal stiffening effect and centrifugal softening effect ,
and (d) the principle of self-tuning by centrifugal stiffening effect.

Fc2 can stiffen the piezoelectric beam corresponding to the centrifugal stiffening effect,655

however, for the inverse configuration the axial component Fc2 can soften the piezo-656

electric beam corresponding to the centrifugal softening effect. Fig. 16(c) illustrates657

the effect of centrifugal force on changing the equivalent stiffness of the piezoelectric658

beam via the centrifugal stiffening effect and centrifugal softening effect, respectively.659

Recently, many studies employing the centrifugal force have been conducted to660

broaden the effective frequency range or to enhance the energy harvesting performance661

in low-frequency rotational motion. The utilization of centrifugal stiffening effect has662

been applied to obtain a passively self-tuning harvester. The principle of self-tuning663

by the centrifugal stiffening effect is shown in Fig. 16(d). The increase of the rota-664

tional speed (increased centrifugal force) contributes to increasing the resonance fre-665

quency of the beam-type harvester simultaneously. When the configuration parameters666

are designed at optimized values, a self-tuning range can be obtained, enhancing the667

harvester operational frequency range. The underlying mechanism is that when the ro-668

tational speed increases, the centrifugal force increases proportionally; the equivalent669

beam stiffness is enhanced consequently. Thus, the corresponding resonant frequency670

is increased, and self-tuning is obtained. For example, Gu and Livermore developed671
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a passively-tuned beam-type harvester as shown in Fig. 17(a) [106]. With increasing672

rotational speed, the beam’s stiffness increases to ensure the harvester operates at or673

near its resonance frequency, and their experimental results demonstrated the passive-674

tuned frequency range is 11 Hz. Later, Mei et al. proposed a theoretical guidance675

for designing nonlinear harvesters using the centrifugal force [138]. They experimen-676

tally validated that the rotational radius can alter the self-tuning range. An impact677

self-tuning harvester consisting of a piezoelectric beam and a flexible drive beam was678

proposed by Gu and Livermore as shown in Fig. 17(b) [126]. The axial component679

of the centrifugal force stiffens the flexible beam to tune its resonant frequency; thus,680

the resonance frequency can track the driving frequency to achieve the self-tuning ef-681

fect. The deformation of flexible beam impacted the piezoelectric beam to effectively682

harvest energy over a wide frequency range. Liu et al. [143] designed a self-tuning683

harvester employing the centrifugal force and a stretchable spring. A schematic is pre-684

sented in Fig. 17(c) to illustrate the mechanism. This centrifugal force changed the685

length of a string in the harvester, leading to changing the equivalent length of a beam.686

The resonance frequency was then passively changed. Although the self-tuning effect687

enhanced the effective frequency range, the drawback of this design is that in order to688

retain the gap for the slider motion, the piezoelectric patch cannot be installed at the689

Figure 17: Self-tuning effect using the centrifugal force. (a) a passive-tuned energy harvester [106], (b)
an impact energy harvester with self-tuning effect [126] ( c© IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission.
All rights reserved), (c) a string-model self-tuning energy harvesting, (d) an inverse energy harvester for
ultra-low frequency REH via the centrifugal softening effect [218], (e) an impact energy harvester using the
centrifugal softening effect [145].
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end of the beam, which in turn reduces the output voltage.690

On the other hand, the centrifugal softening effect is also an effective alternative691

to increase output power. To enhance energy harvesting performance under ultralow-692

frequency rotational motion, an inverse harvester was reported by Mei et al. [218]. A693

comprehensive theoretical model was established to explain the centrifugal softening694

effect. The experimental results illustrated that due to the centrifugal softening effect,695

the output voltage was enhanced significantly over the speed range of 75-120 rpm (1.2-696

2 Hz). Later, Fang et al. [145, 146] developed an impact piezoelectric harvester via697

the centrifugal softening effect as shown in Fig. 17(e), in which the deformation of698

the driving beam caused by gravity and the centrifugal force impacts the upper and699

lower generating beams, thus, the rotational energy was converted into electrical en-700

ergy. Similarly, Zou et al.[162] explored a magnetically coupled 2DoF harvester to701

harvest rotational energy, in which the gravity and centrifugal force both promote en-702

ergy conversion for a pair of inverse piezoelectric beams.703

3.5. Flow-induced rotational energy harvesting704

Rotational motion can be converted from fluid flow, as is widely used in large705

hydro-power generators and wind turbines. For REH, miniaturized turbines have been706

developed using different conversion mechanisms. Two classes of turbines have been707

studied: the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HWAT) and the Vertical Axis Wind Tur-708

bine (VWAT). It is well-known that the incoming flow power can be expressed as709

P f =
1
2
ρAV3 (29)

where ρ is the fluid density, A is the area facing the flow and V is the incoming free-710

stream velocity. The wind power is proportional to the area and proportional to the cube711

of its velocity. Thus, the larger the device and the incoming flow speed, the higher its712

intrinsic power. For a conventional HWAT or VWAT, the generated power is713

Pe =
1
2

CpηρAV3 (30)

where Cp is the power coefficient, which is associated with the turbine efficiency, and714

η is the efficiency of the entire system including gearboxes, generators and other com-715

ponents. The theoretical maximum value of Cp = 16/27, according to the Betz limit.716

Besides the similar issues faced by large and mega-scale turbine, such as start-up speed,717

mechanical and electrical losses, the small devices face also the issue of scaling, which718

brings the turbines efficiency down due to higher viscous losses.719

Table 3 present some information on investigated HAWTs and VAWTs. Electro-720

magnetic transduction is most popular for the HAWT design, although some concepts721

utilised piezoelectric beams, electrostatic and triboelectric transduction. The number722

of blades for small-scale HAWTs is an important parameter for device performance.723

In [91], Bansal et al. have shown that the peak performance depends on the number724

of blades; moreover, for the considered design, a higher number of blades led to a low725

value of the peak performance velocity. The VAWT concepts presented in the second726

part of Table 3 utilise the Savonius turbine, for which the maximum power can be esti-727

mated by Eq. 29 where A = width×height. Han et al. [81] used different orientations of728
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Table 3: Small-scale HAWT and VAWT for low-induced rotation energy harvesting.

HWAT
Reference Year Transaction Dimensionsb Air speed Maximum

mechanisma (mm) (m/s) Power (mW)
Federspiel & Chen [92] 2003 EM �100 2.5 8
Hirahara et al. [93] 2005 EM �500 9.4 2965
Holmes et al. [94] 2005 EM �7.5 40 1.1
Priya et al. [173] 2005 PE 60 × 20 × 0.5 4.47 10.2
Priya [154] 2005 PE 60 × 20 × 0.6 4.47 7.5
Rancourt et al. [95] 2007 EM �42 11.8 130
Myers et al. [174] 2007 PE 96 × 254 × 127 4.5 5
Bansal et al. [91] 2009 EM �20 4.3 10
Xu et al. [96] 2010 EM �152 4.5 18
Carli et al. [97] 2010 EM �63 16.8 10
Howey et al. [80] 2011 EM �32 × 50 7 2.5
Kishore et al. [219] 2014 PE 100 × 80 × 65 1 0.45
Fu & Yeatman [157] 2015 PE �37 × 18 4 0.74
Perez et al. [181] 2016 ES 40 × 10 10 1.8
Nezami et al. [68] 2019 PE �102 40 rpm 2.2
Zhang et al. [177] 2020 ES �30 4 0.71

VWAT
Reference Year Transduction Width & Height Air speed Maximum Power

mechanism (cm× cm) (m/s) (mW)
Karami et al. [155] 2013 PE 16 × 17.5 2.0 4
Avirovik et al. [156] 2015 PE 16.5 × 23 4.0 3
Bethi et al. [75] 2019 N/A � 50×2.5 18 88471

a EM - Electromagnetic; PE - Piezoelectric; ES - Electrostatic.
b The dimension information was collected from the literature with some dimensions not reported.

the Savonius turbine, geometric parameters and a number of blades, and demonstrated729

that the turbines with 3 blades performed better than those with 2 or 4 blades.730

3.6. Other mechanisms731

Some concepts and mechanisms which are not included in previous sessions are732

discussed here. Various mechanisms have been proposed to harvest ultra-low frequency733

and multi-direction kinetic energy, as shown in Fig. 18. A vortex-induced-vibration734

harvester was developed to realized self-powered sensing for structural health monitor-735

ing of a marine riser, as shown in Fig. 18(a) [198]. Ocean currents and waves excite the736

impeller to generate the rotational motion. The rotational motion was then converted737

into electricity using electromagnetic transduction. A novel pendulum-type triboelec-738

tric energy harvester in Fig. 18(b) was proposed to power a sensor for water quality739

monitoring using ocean wave energy [191] . The operational principle is that the ocean740

wave enforces the swing motion of a mass block which is connected with a rotor, thus741

the friction between the rotor and stator can generate electric energy based on the tribo-742

electric effect. Fig. 18(c) shows a rolling mass driven energy harvester consisting of a743

metal ball and four piezoelectric beams with a tip magnet at the beam’s free end [220].744

Since the metal ball can move in any direction, the magnetic force acting on the ball745

leads to the vibration of the piezoelectric beams. A tunable rotational energy harvester,746
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Figure 18: Other mechanisms for energy harvesting: (a) Ocean current energy conversion [198], (b) Ocean
wave energy harvesting for powering wireless sensors [191], (c) an energy harvester for various mechanical
motions [220], (d) a tunable energy harvester for low frequency vibration [197], (e) E-shape multi-beam
energy harvester [129].

as presented in Fig. 18(d), was reported to harness translational base excitation with747

low frequency and large amplitude [197]. The translational motion of the suspended748

weight can be converted into rotational motion to generate electric power. Addition-749

ally, by manipulating the reel’s size, the harvester resonant frequency can be altered. In750

order to solve the challenge in harnessing ultra-low frequency rotation (0.5 to 3 Hz), an751

E-shape multi-beam piezoelectric energy harvester with nonlinear characteristics was752

numerically and experimentally studied, as shown in Fig. 18(e) [129]. The interaction753

between the piezoelectric beams can broaden the whole frequency range, as each beam754

has its own effective frequency range. Additionally, this structure also utilizes the cen-755

trifugal softening effect and multi-degrees of freedom to further enhance the energy756

harvesting performance.757

Differing from the beam-type rotational energy harvesters, this subsection reviews758

some energy harvesters designed for ultra-low frequency or irregular motions. The759

above-discussed harvesters provide inspiration in designing more effective or high-760

efficiency energy harvesters. Also, these harvesters provide guidance for harvest-761

ing other types of motion, such as translational motion, multi-direction motion, flow-762

induced motion.763

4. Applications and discussions764

Self-powered sensing is expected to be the ultimate solution for many Internet of765

Things applications. REH has been gaining increasing attention in providing suffi-766

cient power for different sensing applications. In this section, applications on wearable767

devices [70, 101, 102, 187], automotive and railway systems [119, 151, 170, 221],768

rotating machinery and renewable energy systems [68, 111, 125, 142, 172] and envi-769

ronmental monitoring [76, 86, 86, 88, 157] will be reviewed and discussed in details in770
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terms of how REH has been tailored for these applications. The variation and charac-771

teristics of the different energy sources will be analyzed.772

4.1. Wearable & implantable devices773

There are abundant energy sources from human motion, such as arm swing, shock774

excitation, heart motion etc [59, 72, 222]. In terms of wearable or implantable devices,775

the major considerations are the dimensions and weight of the harvester in addition to776

the energy harvesting capability. Moreover, human motions are typically of random777

low-frequency form which is challenging for micro-devices to adapt to. The energy778

that can be converted from the human body by energy harvesting devices could be very779

limited, which means more efficient conversion mechanisms are critical to fulfil the780

application requirements. Fig. 19 summarises some developed rotational harvesters in781

harnessing human motion.782

Using pendulum structures to covert human random motions into rotation is one783

of the popular mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 19(a), (b) and (e). Different conversion784

mechanisms including piezoelectric [41], electromagnetic [39, 101] and electrostatic785

mechanisms [184, 224] have been integrated with the pendulum structures. Piezoelec-786

tric transducers are typically stimulated either by non-contact magnetic forces from the787

pendulum [41] or by direct impacts due to the relative motion between different body788

parts [40, 223]. Piezoelectric transducers are typically simple in structure and ideal for789

low-frequency applications when combined with the frequency up-conversion mech-790

anism, as discussed in Section 3.1. For electromagnetic harvesters, the low output791

voltage (around or below 1 V, creating difficulties for rectification) due to the low-792

rotational frequency of the pendulum is a challenge in wearable device applications.793

This issue has been reported in Refs. [39, 101, 104]. Fu et al. developed a rotational794

energy harvester using footstep-induced airflow and a micro-turbine with an electro-795

Figure 19: Typical rotational energy harvesters used for wearable devices. (a) Pendulum-based piezoelectric
energy harvester [41], (b) pendulum-based electromagnetic energy harvester [101], (c) micro-turbine energy
harvester using footstep-induced airflow [43], (d) Impact-based energy harvester using upper and lower leg
relative motions [223], and (e) pendulum-based electrostatic energy harvester [224].
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magnetic generator [43], as shown in Fig 19(c). The low output voltage issue is avoided796

due to the high airflow speed generated by footstep impacts on air cushions in shoes.797

Similarly, Xie and Cai adopted a special trapezoidal slider mechanism (equivalent to798

the rack and pinion mechanism) to amplify the foot-strike motion into high frequency799

rotation [225]. Although the system reported is quite complex, significant amounts800

of power (about 1 W) were obtained. Electrostatic conversion is ideal in develop-801

ing micro-systems. Electret-based harvesters have been reported in REH, as shown in802

Fig. 19(e). Electrets are mounted on the pendulum and charges can be generated on803

the electrodes on the harvester stator [184, 224]. High-performance electret fabrication804

and harvester assembly could be the challenges for using electrostatic conversion in805

harnessing low-frequency human motions.806

For self-powered sensing, monitoring motion accelerations (e.g. body motion [46,807

72], footsteps [43]) and temperature [46] are the straight-forward application scenarios.808

This information can be useful in detecting health conditions, but more biomedical809

information can be collected by self-powered wearable devices with the development810

of the current technology. Miniaturization, power generation capability and system-811

level development are the major challenges in lifting the current research impacts to812

the next level.813

4.2. Automotive and railway systems814

Rotational energy is widely acquirable in automotive and railway applications,815

where many sensing functions are in demand, including monitoring conditions of en-816

gines [226], transmission systems [227] or driver safety [228]. Rotational energy in817

such systems normally presents at high frequencies with a wide bandwidth, and sys-818

tem dimensions are not the major constraints in many scenarios. However, due to the819

high power consumption of sensing functions typically required for precise condition820

monitoring, the power generation capability is one of the major design priorities in821

energy harvesting for these applications.822

Fig. 20 provides several representative rotational energy harvester designs for auto-823

motive and railway system applications. Tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) are824

one of the widely studied areas where rotational motions, periodic deformation, cen-825

trifugal force and gravity are available for energy harvesting, as shown in Fig. 20(b), (d)826

and (e). Guo et al. developed a hexagon-shaped triboelectric energy harvester and used827

the periodic deformation of tires to generate electricity, as shown in Fig. 20(b) [85].828

One of the challenges of using triboelectric-based structures in such applications is the829

system long-term durability. Roundy and Tola developed an offset pendulum-based830

energy harvester for TPMS, as shown in Fig. 20(e) [108]. Piezoelectric transduction831

was combined with nonlinear dynamics to directly power an RF transmission every 60832

s over a wide speed range (10 to 155 kph). Tornincasa et al. presented a wideband833

energy harvester for TPMS using magnetic levitation [56]. Zhang et al. introduced834

a bistable piezoelectric harvester into a rotating wheel and used the centrifugal force835

and gravity associated with rotation to stimulate the harvester to create stochastic res-836

onance [151]. Wu et al. used a seesaw structure with magnets mounted on the wheel837

hub and a fixed magnet mounted on the brake caliper to create alternating forces on the838

seesaw structure due to rotation, as shown in Fig. 20(d) [105]. The system operated ef-839

fectively over a wide speed range (36 µW peak at 26-115 km/h). Rui et al. developed a840
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Figure 20: Typical rotational energy harvesters used for automotive and railway systems. (a) Wind energy
harvester using train-induced airflow [103], (b) triboelectric rotational energy harvester for tires [85], (c)
coupled electromechanical nonlinear dynamics for rotational energy harvester on train wheels [148], (d)
energy harvesting from suspension systems using a ball-screw structure [229], and (e) offset pendulum-based
nonlinear harvester for TPMS [108] ( c©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved).

three-beam impact-driven piezoelectric harvester for self-powered TPMS [230]. Grav-841

ity combined with rotational motion was used to create impact events among beams to842

effectively harness low-frequency rotational energy sources.843

There are many publications in the literature to harness rotational energy for TPMS844

to collect tire deformation energy [141, 170, 175, 176, 231], and to harvest rotation845

from wheels using self-tuning or other nonlinear mechanisms [60, 132, 153]. Since846

this paper focuses only on REH, more publications on energy harvesting in general for847

TPMS can be found in these comprehensive reviews [232, 233]. It is worth mention-848

ing that although self-powered TPMS are important to ensure vehicle safety over the849

long term, current battery technology can already support typical TPMS for a duration850

long enough for the lifetime of tires [234]. Therefore, power supply is not a critical851

bottleneck for TPMS. However, self-powered sensing is still in urgent demand in many852

other automotive systems [235, 236], such as conditions of transmission systems, en-853

gines or emission systems, where more detailed operational conditions are required to854

be recorded. As shown in Fig. 20(d), Xie et al. developed an energy harvesting damper855

using a ball-screw structure to covert the translational motion of the suspension system856

into rotation [229]. This device not only fulfils the function of energy recovery, but857

also passively dampens the vehicle vibrations.858

Compared to automotive applications, rail trains are also ideal hosts for rotational859

energy harvesters to realize self-powered monitoring. Fig. 20(a) presents an airflow860

energy harvester using turbines to collect wind energy induced by high-speed trains. A861

Savonius vertical-axis wind turbine was adopted and installed alongside the rail tracks862

to generate electricity when trains pass by and to power either tunnel lighting or sens-863
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ing electronic components. Fu et al. proposed a solution to use the relative motion864

between train wheels and the brake block to excite a piezoelectric transducer using865

magnetic plucking, as shown in Fig. 20(c), and the harvested power could be used for866

monitoring the conditions of rolling bearings in wheels [148]. Gao et al. adopted the867

pendulum structure with a gear train and electromagnetic transduction in rail applica-868

tions to harness low frequency train vibrations (around 3 Hz) [78]. A self-powered869

sensing unit including a brake pressure sensor and an accelerator was implemented.870

Due to the energy and space availability in both automotive and rail transport ap-871

plications, REH solutions for self-powered sensing are more practical yet are still at an872

early stage of development. Such solutions could be of great importance in enhancing873

operational safety and reducing maintenance costs. Therefore, this field is expected to874

have a promising future in the coming decade.875

4.3. Rotating machinery and renewable energy systems876

Rotating machines, including electric motors, drilling or cutting machines, and877

wind turbines, require real-time and long-term monitoring to fulfil condition-based878

maintenance [237]. Harnessing the available energy in such cases to power embed-879

ded sensors will provide sustainable power supply solutions for long-term monitoring.880

Rotational energy in such applications typically distributes at frequencies relevant to881

the operation frequency of the machines, but the harvester dimensions or mounting lo-882

cations can be limited. In addition, it might be difficult to find locations where anchor883

points enabling the necessary relative motion (rotor vs stator) are accessible.884

Different rotational energy harvesters have been developed for rotating machinery885

and renewable energy systems, and the representative designs are illustrated in Fig. 21.886

Nezami et al. developed a piezoelectric-based rotational energy harvester for rotat-887

ing turbine blades using gravity and the magnetic plucking method, and the collected888

energy can be used to monitor the structural integrity of wind turbines [144]. Such889

a gravity-driven system is deal for situations where the rotational speed and rotation890

radius are small enough that the generated centrifugal force is comparable to the grav-891

itational force [55], whereas when the rotational speed is increased significantly, the892

force variation on the oscillating mass due to the gravity will be marginal, and the mass893

oscillation will be reduced. Using a similar idea, Zou et al. used two magnetically894

coupled piezoelectric beams with free ends pointing to the rotating shaft central axis895

[130], as shown in Fig. 21(a). The centrifugal force, gravity and the magnetic forces896

are combined to create nonlinear dynamics ideal for broadband operation, as discussed897

in Section 3. Fu et al. used the rotary-translational motion acquired from ultra-low898

frequency turbine tower motions (<1 Hz) to implement effective energy harvesting for899

condition monitoring, as shown in Fig 21(b) [238]. Bi-stability was obtained by intro-900

ducing two tethering magnet underneath the rolling path of a ball magnet.901

For high rotating speed cases, electromagnetic conversion has its advantage, es-902

pecially when there are less demanding dimensional constraints [147]. Trimble et al.903

adopted an electromagnetic energy harvester similar to conventional electromagnetic904

generator with magnets on the rotor and coils on the stator to harvest rotational oscil-905

lations [79]. Also using electromagnetic conversion, Zhang et al. developed a smart906

bearing which has an embedded rotational energy harvester, as shown in Fig 21(c) [83].907

A Halbach ring was adopted to enhance the magnetic flux density within the harvester.908
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Figure 21: Typical rotational energy harvesters used for rotating machinery and renewable energy systems.
(a) rotating energy harvesting using two inverted piezoelectric beams [130], (b) ultra-low frequency energy
harvesting from turbine tower motion using rotary-translational motion [238], (c) smart bearing with an
electromagnetic generator [83], and (d) piezo-disc rotational energy harvester using rotary magnets [160].

87.5mW output power was obtained at 600 rpm with a �70 mm magnetic rings and909

three �12 mm × 23 mm coils. The output power is sufficient to energize a wireless910

sensor to monitor the bearing vibrations or temperature. Kan et al. used a similar idea911

and integrated piezoelectric transducers into a rotational energy harvester instead of912

coils, as shown in Fig 21(d) [160]. A simpler structure is realized using piezoelectric913

discs. This solution would be useful in cases where available system dimensions are914

limited. In engine or gear train shafts where torque oscillations are abundant, using the915

inertia of the un-anchored component to create relative motion is a potential solution;916

this is not, however, possible for steady, continuous motion. Instead, most mechanisms917

have used gravity acting on the un-anchored component to create relative motion using918

just one anchor.919

In rotating machines and renewable energy systems, one of the challenges lies in920

schedule-driven maintenance which is costly and inefficient. Exploiting the rotational921

energy in these settings to power distributed or embedded sensing electronics will en-922

able a paradigm shift from schedule-driven to a condition-based maintenance. The923

available energy is likely to be distributed at frequencies related to the operational fre-924

quencies and these frequencies are relatively high compared to those in other applica-925

tions. Anchor locations to mount the harvester and create the needed relative motions926

for energy harvesting could be the challenge in some cases, where rotors and stators927

are not closely spaced, especially at high rotating speeds.928
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4.4. Environmental monitoring929

Rotational energy is not directly exploitable in most cases in the natural environ-930

ment. However, it can be converted from other forms which can be abundant, including931

airflow and wave motion. Therefore, structures, such as pendulums or micro-turbines932

are suitable choices. Due to the randomness of environmental energy sources, it is more933

challenging to effectively harvest those types of energy. On the other hand, the sensing934

requirement in environmental monitoring is not as demanding as in other applications.935

Therefore, self-powered sensing using rotational energy harvesters are achievable in936

environmental monitoring.937

Some example work has been summarized in Fig. 22. Wu et al. introduced a minia-938

turized windmill-based harvester for self-powered monitoring of forest fire, as shown939

in Fig. 22(a) [88]. An average output power of 3 mW was obtained at 3 m/s airflow940

speed. Similarly, Deng et al. developed a multi-source energy harvesting system with a941

vertical axis energy harvester [239]. A sound monitoring system was fully powered by942

the developed harvester. Similarly, Wang et al. integrated triboelectric and electromag-943

netic transduction in the harvester to implement a self-powered wind speed sensor, as944

shown in Fig. 22(c) [86]. A humidity/temperature sensor was powered by converting945

wind energy at 5.7 m/s. Karami et al. developed a low-speed wind energy harvester us-946

ing a vertical turbine combined with mangetic coupling and piezoelectric transduction,947

as shown in Fig. 22(d) [155]. Bi-stability was used to enhance the harvester perfor-948

mance over a wide wind speed range. Fu and Yeatman developed an airflow energy949

harvester using a micro-turbine with piezoelectric transduction, as shown in Fig. 22(e)950

[157]. A reduced cut-in speed was obtained using a self-regulating mechanism, and the951

harvester can be used to monitor conditions in ventilation systems in smart building.952

Figure 22: Typical rotational energy harvesters used for environmental sensing. (a) Forest fire monitoring
using turbine-based rotational energy harvester [88], (b) ocean wave energy harvester using a pendulum
structure for ocean condition monitoring [76], (c) triboelectric and electromagnetic hybrid harvester for wind
speed sensing [86], (d) parametrically excited nonlinear piezoelectric turbine [155], and (e) airflow energy
harvesting using micro-turbine with piezoelectric transduction [157].
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Other turbine-based airflow energy harvesters were reported using electrostatic [181]953

and electromagnetic transduction [80].954

Ocean waves are a possible energy source for self-powered sensing applications.955

Li et al. developed an ocean wave energy harvester using a pendulum structure and956

a gear train, as shown in Fig. 22(b) [76]. 0.13 W output power was obtained from957

ultra-low frequency wave motions, and the output power was used to monitor ocean958

conditions and power warning lights. Other systems have been reported in the literature959

using a ball-and-rail mechanism [109] and a rack-and-pinion mechanism [240]. Ultra-960

low frequency wave motion is the challenge, but the dimensions can be increased to961

implement more complicated mechanisms and to enhance the output power.962

Due to the differences in various environmental conditions and lack of direct access963

to rotational energy, different mechanisms are necessary to tailor harvesters for specific964

applications, which may result in the lack of generality in different solutions. In addi-965

tion, compared to other applications, harvesters developed for environmental sensing966

are limited. This shows the potential of further investigation in this area.967

4.5. Comparison and discussions968

It is worth comparing the characteristics and existing solutions for different applica-969

tions of rotational energy harvesters. Based on the discussion in the above-mentioned970

applications, a comparison is provided in Table 4. In terms of the energy availability,971

Table 4: Performance comparison for energy sources and developed rotational energy
harvesters for different applications.

Characteristics
Wearable
Devices

Automotive
& Railway

Rotating
Machinery

Environmental
Sensing

Available
Energy

Low-frequency
1-2 Hz; random;
Non-continuous

Broadband;
High acceleration

Narrowband;
Abundant
usable energy;
continuous

Random;
Not directly
available;
unstable

Dimension
Requirement

Require
miniaturization

Application-
specific Miniaturized less confined

Anchor
Availability

One Mounting
Location

Rotor & stator
available

Rotor & stator
available One

Harvesting
Mechanisms &
Configurations

Pendulum;
Frequency
up-conversion;
Multi-stability

Multi-stability
Micro-turbine;
Translational-
to-rotational
conversion

Rotor & stator
configuration;
Gravity-based
excitation

Micro-turbine;
Pendulum

Ideal
Transduction

Piezoelectric
Electrostatic
Triboelectric

Piezoelectric
Electrostatic
Electromagnetic

Piezoelectric
Electrostatic
Electromagnetic

All;
Application-
dependant

Estimated
Output Powera µW to mW 1 to 10 mW 10 to 100 mW µW to mW

Relevant
Publications

[41, 43, 101]
[40, 184]

[103, 148, 151]
[85, 229]

[68, 79, 130]
[83, 160]

[76, 86, 88]
[157, 239]

a These values are summarized from the literature, but specific designs can be out of these ranges.
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the energy sources from automotive, railway and rotating machinery applications are972

abundant. However, in the automotive and railway applications, the frequency range973

of the available energy is more broadband, whereas the energy is more concentrated974

in certain frequencies in rotating machinery applications. In both the wearable devices975

and the environmental sensing applications, the available energy is in a random and976

low-frequency form, and it is more challenging to harvest energy from these cases.977

In terms of device dimensions, wearable devices are the most size-sensitive, and978

miniaturization is necessary in most cases. In rotating machinery, sometimes dimen-979

sions are also a big concern when the available spaces are limited in systems including980

engines, and transmission systems where the assembly has already been compacted.981

In automotive and environmental sensing applications, the size constraints are differ-982

ent depending on specific application scenarios. Another important feature to compare983

is the anchor availability. For conventional electromagnetic generators, two mounting984

positions, for one rotor and one stator, are necessary to create relative motion between985

magnets and coils. However, this requirement would be impossible in some cases,986

where direct relative motion is inaccessible in a confined space. Human motions and987

environmental energy sources such as wave motions are examples. Inertial devices988

can be used to replace one anchor point, but only for cases of oscillating or otherwise989

variable rotation.990

Based on the energy characteristics in different applications, different mechanisms,991

configurations and transduction types have been investigated and tailored for differ-992

ent operating conditions. The pendulum structure and frequency up-conversion are993

beneficial in low-frequency and random conditions including wearable devices and en-994

vironmental sensing. Translational-to-rotational conversion mechanisms are useful to995

convert linear motions into rotation. This method can be applied in most cases where996

space constraints are less strict. Gravity and centrifugal force-based harvester designs997

are typically ideal for applications where the rotational speeds are in a range that those998

forces play equally important roles in system dynamics rather than one of them is dom-999

inant. Micro-turbines are useful in cases where fluid-flow are available. In general,1000

multi-stability is useful in cases where broadband operation is required.1001

In terms of transduction, electromagnetic conversion is ideal for high-frequency1002

conditions, because the output voltage at low frequencies might be too small to pass1003

through bridge rectifier circuits. Triboelectric conversion is typically used in low-1004

frequency cases. As triboelectric transduction requires two components to be in con-1005

tact, there are risks of material damage or degradation at high operating frequencies.1006

Piezoelectric and electrostatic transduction have a broader frequency operating range,1007

and they are especially ideal for micro-scale devices due to their simplicity in structure1008

and good compatibility with micro-fabrication. However, there are also concerns of1009

material degradation of piezoelectric harvesters and requirement of electrets for elec-1010

trostatic harvesters. The harvester output power in different applications varies signifi-1011

cantly due to the difference in space availability and energy source characteristics. For1012

instance, the output power from wearable energy harvesters ranges from µW to mW,1013

whereas in automotive applications, the output can be as high as tens of mW. Some1014

typical developments for each application are also provided in Table 4.1015

Looking forward, there are also many potential and critical applications for REH,1016

including smart implants, micro/nano-robotics and embedded smart structures. Bio-1017
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medical devices, such as pacemakers and drag delivery implants require reliable power1018

supply for long-term operation. However, the current battery solution or the energy1019

harvesting technology would not be able to fulfil the aim of long-term autonomous1020

operation. In order to facilitate those applications, more efforts on developing high-1021

efficiency function materials, innovate conversion mechanisms, ultra-low power elec-1022

tronics are required for the coming decade.1023

5. Conclusions and future directions1024

This paper provides a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art progress on ro-1025

tational energy harvesting, which has been drawing substantial and increasing attention1026

from both academia and industry over the past decade. Self-powered wireless sensing1027

is the most promising application for rotational energy harvesting, with a wide range1028

of application areas and associated available rotation sources. Continuous and non-1029

continuous rotations are the major categories of sources either directly available or1030

converted from other types of motion, such as linear oscillation or fluid flow.1031

The major challenges witnessed in REH include energy harvesting capability, op-1032

erating bandwidth, device miniaturization and system reliability in harnessing random,1033

broadband, and potentially low-frequency energy sources. Another identified limita-1034

tion is the requirement of using micro-bearings which do not scale down well and1035

tend to be costly, especially at high rotating speeds. Different types of harvesters, in-1036

cluding unbalanced harvesters using eccentric proof masses, beam-based harvesters1037

and symmetric or balanced harvesters, have been reported in the literature to harness1038

various energy sources with distinct characteristics. The theoretically maximum ob-1039

tainable power for different harvester types are analyzed with the indication of the key1040

operational and design factors to enhance the energy harvesting performance and the1041

appropriate application areas. The basic concepts for major transduction mechanisms,1042

including piezoelectric, electromagnetic, electrostatic and triboelectric transduction,1043

are briefly reviewed with the key governing equations.1044

Methodologies and mechanisms tailored for rotational energy harvesting are re-1045

viewed for addressing different challenges in various application areas. Frequency1046

up-conversion is ideal for low-frequency and random rotational energy; multi-stability1047

provides a solution to enhance the performance of beam-based harvesters operating in1048

continuous rotating conditions. The centrifugal force is mainly used to create a tuning1049

force to adjust the resonant frequency of harvesters either by softening or hardening1050

effects. The gravitational field provides a unique source of excitation for rotational en-1051

ergy harvesters. Other methods, such as pendulums and micro-turbines also provide1052

means to harvesting other types of energy sources using a rotational energy harvester.1053

Major and promising application areas for rotational energy harvesting are re-1054

viewed, including wearable/implantable devices, automotive and railway systems, ro-1055

tating machines and renewable energy systems, and environmental sensing. The mo-1056

tion characteristics and the corresponding energy harvesting solutions are quite differ-1057

ent, showing the necessity for application-oriented design and optimization when one1058

designs a harvester. Metrics to compare harvester performance are not straightforward1059

to obtain due to the differences in application areas and harvester operation conditions.1060

In terms of methodology and structure for different applications, pendulum structures1061
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and frequency up-conversion are ideal for low-frequency and random excitation con-1062

ditions in wearable devices and environmental sensing. Gravity and centrifugal-force1063

based harvesters are normally adopted in applications, such as automotive and ma-1064

chinery, where rotating speeds are in a range that those forces exert equal impact on1065

system dynamics. Micro-turbines are useful in harnessing fluid-flow energy sources in1066

environmental sensing.1067

Enhancing the power generation capability and reducing the sensing power require-1068

ment are the directions to implement self-powered sensing in the era of the Internet of1069

Things. The practical exploitation of this technology requires developments not only in1070

energy harvester design, but also power management circuits, energy storage and low-1071

power sensing systems. Although extensive work has been reported, commercialized1072

self-powered solutions enabled by rotational energy harvesting are still limited. In ad-1073

dition to the power generation capability, considerations on system reliability (avoiding1074

material degradation), performance stability, cost, and compatibility with the applica-1075

tions are of equal importance in order to promote rotational energy harvesting to the1076

next level, especially for long-term self-powered sensing applications. The power gen-1077

eration capability of energy harvesters varies significantly from µW to mW in different1078

applications from wearable devices to automotive monitoring. The final aim is to ob-1079

tain energy budget balance between power generation capability and sensing power1080

demands to eventually achieve self-powered sensing.1081

Moving forward, more efforts are required in the following areas to tackle the ex-1082

citing challenges and to realize self-powered sensing using REH. (1) The development1083

of generic designs which can be easily adapted to multiple application scenarios would1084

aid significantly in making these solutions practical and cost effective. (2) System-level1085

study and evaluation of self-powered sensing is necessary to enhance and optimize en-1086

ergy harvesting capability by co-designing energy harvesters, power management cir-1087

cuits and energy storage in a holistic manner. (3) Feasibility and suitability need to1088

be properly addressed to create tailored and practical solutions for targeted applica-1089

tions. Factors include bandwidth, device size, cost, robustness, mounting requirement1090

(number of required anchors), and impact of the harvester on the rotating host (rotor1091

balance). (4) The fundamentals of REH. Theoretically investigation of the phenom-1092

ena (energy transfer, centrifugal effect, impact) in REH may be interesting, and can be1093

verified via numerical simulation and experiments. (5) Self-powered sensing is the ul-1094

timate target. This will require more efforts in energy budget balance analysis between1095

energy harvesting capability and sensing power demands. More successful demonstra-1096

tions from both academia and industry are urgently needed to boost the confidence of1097

the general public to this technology.1098

In summary, rotational energy harvesting can be seen as one of the enabling tech-1099

nologies in implementing self-powered sensing in the era of the Internet of Things.1100

This technology has a great potential to be integrated with other types of transducers,1101

such as micro-robotics or smart actuators to allow for energy self-sufficient operation.1102

More investigations and efforts are expected in the coming decade to facilitate energy1103

self-sustained sensing and actuation in a variety of applications, including wearable1104

devices, smart robotics, biomedical electronics, structural condition monitoring, and1105

environmental sensing.1106
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